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            Explore the allure of @custom_no.9 , featuring o
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Explore the allure of @custom_no.9 , featuring our Karma rug in Olive Green  The Karma rug is made of recycled bamboo fibers, which give a durable rug with a light shine that is easy to maintain. Bamboo fibers are made of bamboo pulp and have strong durability, stability and tenacity. The quality of the fibers minimizes peeling to almost nothing. The production of Bamboo is sustainable as it thrives without any pesticides and also it is biodegradable and thus a very eco-friendly material  Furniture Design: @custom_no.9 Photography: @nateleecocks  #MassimoCopenhagen #CustomNo9 #DesignerRug #SpaceCopenhagen #HandwovenArtistry #interiorelegance]
[image: Explore the allure of @custom_no.9 , featuring our Karma rug in Olive Green  The Karma rug is made of recycled bamboo fibers, which give a durable rug with a light shine that is easy to maintain. Bamboo fibers are made of bamboo pulp and have strong durability, stability and tenacity. The quality of the fibers minimizes peeling to almost nothing. The production of Bamboo is sustainable as it thrives without any pesticides and also it is biodegradable and thus a very eco-friendly material  Furniture Design: @custom_no.9 Photography: @nateleecocks  #MassimoCopenhagen #CustomNo9 #DesignerRug #SpaceCopenhagen #HandwovenArtistry #interiorelegance]

        
    



    
        
            The Structures collection by OEO Studio, featuring
            
	                
	            	                    [image: The Structures collection by OEO Studio, featuring the exquisite Fragment IV, showcases a luxurious range of rugs with a bold graphic identity.   Handtufted with a blend of 50% New Zealand Wool and 50% Bamboo, these rugs offer both comfort and style. The collection includes 5 unique Fragments, each with its own distinct appeal. Here seen at the sophisticated interior of the members-only workspace club, Aurora Lounge by @@officeclub.dk   Captured by @pionfotografia   #handmade #massimocopenhagen #sustainableluxury #rug #handwoven #danishdesign #textilerugs #designclassics #interior #homedecor #interiodesign]
[image: The Structures collection by OEO Studio, featuring the exquisite Fragment IV, showcases a luxurious range of rugs with a bold graphic identity.   Handtufted with a blend of 50% New Zealand Wool and 50% Bamboo, these rugs offer both comfort and style. The collection includes 5 unique Fragments, each with its own distinct appeal. Here seen at the sophisticated interior of the members-only workspace club, Aurora Lounge by @@officeclub.dk   Captured by @pionfotografia   #handmade #massimocopenhagen #sustainableluxury #rug #handwoven #danishdesign #textilerugs #designclassics #interior #homedecor #interiodesign]

        
    



    
        
            Our Earth Natural in Ivory shade at the stunning h
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Our Earth Natural in Ivory shade at the stunning home of @viki.ortner 🤍 Earth Natural collection is a celebration of natural properties of wool that takes us back to basics and teaches us to appreciate the beauty of nature. The beauty of this simple yet very contemporary collection is that it can work with any style and space. Minimalism, with a comfortable, warm and welcoming feeling.  Wool has thermo-regulating properties, is easy to care for, and can be repaired and enjoyed for years and years. Naturally stain-resistant, durable, and fire retardant, it can bring a touch of luxury and warmth to your interior.   #handmade #massimocopenhagen #sustainableluxury #rug #handwoven #danishdesign #textilerugs #designclassics #interior #homedecor #interiodesign]
[image: Our Earth Natural in Ivory shade at the stunning home of @viki.ortner 🤍 Earth Natural collection is a celebration of natural properties of wool that takes us back to basics and teaches us to appreciate the beauty of nature. The beauty of this simple yet very contemporary collection is that it can work with any style and space. Minimalism, with a comfortable, warm and welcoming feeling.  Wool has thermo-regulating properties, is easy to care for, and can be repaired and enjoyed for years and years. Naturally stain-resistant, durable, and fire retardant, it can bring a touch of luxury and warmth to your interior.   #handmade #massimocopenhagen #sustainableluxury #rug #handwoven #danishdesign #textilerugs #designclassics #interior #homedecor #interiodesign]

        
    



    
        
            Our Earth Rug in Blush featured in @officeclub.dk 
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Our Earth Rug in Blush featured in @officeclub.dk  stunning Aurora meeting room, combining elegance and comfort, effortlessly. Its subtle blush tones and organic texture bring a warm and elegant feel to the space.   Earth rugs are made of the best quality New Zealand wool, which adds natural beauty and ensures easy maintenance. New Zealand wool is made with animal friendly practices and it is sustainable, natural and biodegradable. The long fibres ensure the peeling is minimized to almost nothing. In our opinion New Zealand wool has all the qualities to create the perfect rug  Credits: @officeclub.dk Photography: @gastonszermanph @editionsagency   #handmade #massimocopenhagen #sustainableluxury #rug #handwoven #danishdesign #textilerugs #designclassics #interior #homedecor #interiodesign]
[image: Our Earth Rug in Blush featured in @officeclub.dk  stunning Aurora meeting room, combining elegance and comfort, effortlessly. Its subtle blush tones and organic texture bring a warm and elegant feel to the space.   Earth rugs are made of the best quality New Zealand wool, which adds natural beauty and ensures easy maintenance. New Zealand wool is made with animal friendly practices and it is sustainable, natural and biodegradable. The long fibres ensure the peeling is minimized to almost nothing. In our opinion New Zealand wool has all the qualities to create the perfect rug  Credits: @officeclub.dk Photography: @gastonszermanph @editionsagency   #handmade #massimocopenhagen #sustainableluxury #rug #handwoven #danishdesign #textilerugs #designclassics #interior #homedecor #interiodesign]

        
    



    
        
            It’s all about creating indulgent spaces that th
            
	                
	            	                    [image: It’s all about creating indulgent spaces that thrill the senses. Elevate your space and add a pop of colour with massimo’s Bamboo rug in Stiffkey Blue shade. 💙  This stunning space, adorned with the exquisite glow of @nuuralighting , showcases how the right elements can transform an environment into a luxurious retreat. Immerse yourself in the elegance of refined textures and captivating hues, where every detail is a nod to indulgent yet sustainable design.   Credits: @nuuralighting  Photography: @monicasteffensen  Styled by: @v_y_f_f   #massimocopenhagen #danishdesign #textilerugs #designclassics #sustainableluxury #interior #homedecor #interiodesign #interior]
[image: It’s all about creating indulgent spaces that thrill the senses. Elevate your space and add a pop of colour with massimo’s Bamboo rug in Stiffkey Blue shade. 💙  This stunning space, adorned with the exquisite glow of @nuuralighting , showcases how the right elements can transform an environment into a luxurious retreat. Immerse yourself in the elegance of refined textures and captivating hues, where every detail is a nod to indulgent yet sustainable design.   Credits: @nuuralighting  Photography: @monicasteffensen  Styled by: @v_y_f_f   #massimocopenhagen #danishdesign #textilerugs #designclassics #sustainableluxury #interior #homedecor #interiodesign #interior]
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Follow us




Stay up to date with our announcements and content across our social media channels.
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We believe that any interior can be elevated with uplifting colours and pleasant textures.  







At massimo we do it one rug at a time and with the greatest of attention to design, quality, sustainability – and you.
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